
Pk’s Perspectives …	Jesus	Is	The	Answer	

	 The answer really is Jesus.  I remember one time seeing a church 
sign that proclaimed: “Know Jesus, know peace; no Jesus, no peace.”  
And I distinctly remember thinking the sign’s message to be wildly 
simplistic.  I’ve since repented of my arrogance — the church sign was 
proclaiming an eternal, deep truth that I still do not fully grasp.  Often my 
passion runs to wanting to know more about Jesus in the way a 
craftsman is always looking for a new tool to add to the toolbox; I want 
to know more doctrine, more theology so that I might better win the 
debate, or more often, the argument.  Yet, on the many long nights I lay 
tethered to my hospital bed wrestling with fear and mulling questions for 
which there were no answers, it was never my personal theology that 
silenced the monsters and suffused the chaos with transcendent peace.  
Instead, it was Jesus.  Jesus, present in a way I had never known His 
presence; intimate, real, tangible, humbling, overwhelming — a powerful 
waterfall of Holy presence that cocooned me in such a way that fear 
was simply forced out.  One of the most influential theologians of the 
20th century was a German named Karl Barth. He was a critical thinker 
and prolific writer who explored the interrelation of faith, theology and 
culture. In 1962, he toured the United States making several 
presentations. The story is told of how one night after lecturing at a 
seminary, an attendee asked him, “What in your judgment is the 
essence of the Christian faith?” After pausing for a brief moment, Barth 
replied, “Yes, I can summarize in a few words my understanding of the 
Christian faith. Let me put it this way: ‘Jesus loves me, this I know, for 
the Bible tells me so.’” Of course, those who heard his response were 
astonished by the child-like faith exemplified in the simplicity of his 
statement. There is much of God that my finite mind can never grasp; 
but knowing Jesus?  Absolutely, yes! — and Jesus is perfectly sufficient 
for all things.

	 I’m finding that walking w/Jesus is comprised primarily of two 
reactions:  releasing, and embracing.  Letting go of things that hinder a 
deeper fellowship with Jesus…even things that aren’t inherently evil or 
bad but yet hinder my journey.  Embracing the things that lead to a 
richer intimacy with Jesus.  Both responses - releasing & embracing - 
are faith responses, and obedience always precedes the blessing.  
“Father, give me faith to respond to Your ‘Let go…,” and faith to trust 
Your “Take hold of this…”  Grace & peace, love you, PK.


